
Win more clients

learn more at ikaun.com

Streamline Your Law Firm’s Ability To Sell Its Experience.



The competition for outside legal services has 

never been more intense. Competitors to 

well-funded alternative legal services 

of

strategic processes and procedures

optimal use of technology

optimize their internal operations and upgrade their (often 

A recent webinar poll found most legal marketers and other law 
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o run an effective and modern

program that drives
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compiling and maintaining relevant 
experience: lots of lost time 

emails “to all” asking about relevant experience is considerable. 

“Who has argued or represented a client in  

front of X (court/administrative  

“Anyone know a lawyer in Indiana who is great  
often otherwise billable time.
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submissions eats up even more administrative and nonbillable 

and prepare pricing and billing options.
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Experience Management Platform

Best practices

Procure a single EMP system to aggregate all  

sources of experience and related data in 

one place.

Utilize the EMP system to make strategic 

decisions and plans.

of the two phases.
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Past Matters

Clients

Firm Directory

RFPs



On-premises vs. cloud solutions

considerable amounts of lost time.

Other key EMP features to evaluate and consider: 

h

 power users up and running.

when selec
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information, and start with a pilot or 
phased implementation approach.

Iterative data integration;

The most common and strategic

requests/use cases;

Communicating about the new EMP to all   

stakeholders, such as practice group and   

department heads, and all equity partners; and

Obtaining regular feedback.
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Utilize the EMP system to make strategic 

decisions and plans

Lateral hiring: 

be needed.

Lateral integration: 

Referral source database and development: 

other providers. This information and data is valuable to help 

nurture and strengthen referral source relationships and to 

Panel or client reviews: 

Internal communications: 

communications. 

Internal reporting:

TBS

Firm operations:

Strategic planning: 

In summary: 
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Our mission is to transform how
organizations collect, share and use
knowledge to enable innovation and

increase productivity.

ikaun

learn more at ikaun.com




